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Abstract
In control systems, the interfaces between software and its embedding environment
are a major source of costly errors. For example, Lutz reported that 20% - 35% of the
safety related errors discovered during integration and system testing of two spacecraft
were related to the interfaces between the software and the embedding hardware. Also,
the software’s operating environment is likely to change over time further complicating
the issues related to system-level inter-component communication.
In this paper we discuss a formal approach to the specification and analysis of
inter-component communication using a revised version of RSML (Requirements
State Machine Language). The formalism allows rigorous specification of the physical
aspects of the inter-component communication and forces encapsulation of communication related properties in well defined and easy to read interface specifications.
This enables us to both analyze a system design to detect incompatibilities between
connected components and use the interface specifications as safety kernels to enforce
safety constraints.
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Introduction

Writing and validating software requirements for control systems present particularly difficult problems. For example, the software is required to interact with a variety of analog
and digital components in its environment, the software must be able to detect and recover from error conditions in the environment, and the software is often subject to rigorous
safety and performance constraints.
The interfaces between the software and the environment to be controlled are a major
source of costly errors. Lutz reported that 20% - 35% of the safety related errors discovered
during integration and system testing of two spacecraft were related to these interfaces [24].
Problems often involve misunderstandings about how the hardware operates, incompatibilities in the timing between the sending and receiving side, failure to detect and respond
to inputs outside the normal operating regime, and failure to prevent undesirable outputs
from being generated [20, 24, 30]. In addition, the software’s operating environment is
likely to change over time, further complicating the issues related to system-level intercomponent communication. Thus, it is imperative that a requirements specification for an
embedded software system rigorously captures the interfaces and the communication between the software and its embedding environment. Furthermore, a specification language
should support analysis techniques which help to assure that two components communicating over a channel have compatible communication definitions, that input and output
value assumptions are compatible, and that the components satisfy communication related
safety assertions.
In this paper we focus on our research with respect to inter-component communication, which is one aspect of an ongoing effort to provide an integrated approach to the
development of critical systems. At an abstract level, an embedded control system can be
viewed as a collection of physically distinct components communicating over unidirectional
channels; This view was adopted in the RSML (Requirements State Machine Language)
approach and used successfully to model TCAS II (Traffic alert and Collision Avoidance
System II) [21]. TCAS II is a large commercial avionics system that is required by the
FAA (US Federal Aviation Administration) on all aircraft that have more than ten seats.
The components represent physically separate pieces of the system: a software controller,
sensors and actuators (analog or digital), and physical processes. The connections between
the components are defined through interface specifications that capture the essential information about the physical communication.
In the work described herein, we have extended and refined RSML to support rigorous
specification and analysis of system-level inter-component communication. Preliminary
results from this effort appeared in [13] and an abbreviated description of our view of
inter-component communication appeared in [14]. This paper provides a detailed account
of our effort and discusses the formal semantics of inter-component communication as we
as detailed examples. The formality of the specification of how an RSML model interacts
with its environment allows us to (1) execute and simulate a high-level specification of
embedded control software under realistic environmental conditions and (2) automatically
verify certain types of communication related constraints. The analysis procedures allow
us to check a specification for the following properties.
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1. Compatibility of the physical connection; are the timing assumptions between the
sending and the receiving side compatible?
2. Compatibility of input and output variable values; are the value assumptions on the
output from one component compatible with the input variables in another component?
3. Compliance with safety constraints; can an output be generated under certain conditions?
The formalization of the interfaces and communication, and the analysis capabilities
enabled through that formalization are the focus of this paper. Note that our thinking is
not confined to the RSML formalism, a similar approach could be incorporated in other
formal modeling notations, for example, the SCR notation [18, 15].
Languages based on hierarchical finite state machines, for example, Statecharts, SCR
(Software Cost Reduction), and the Requirements State Machine Language (RSML), have
been successfully used to specify various types of embedded control systems [21, 34, 16, 18].
The languages are relatively easy to use, allow automated verification of properties such
as completeness and consistency, and support execution and dynamic evaluation of the
specifications. However, the support to rigorously specify and analyze the communication
between physically distinct components in a system is not well developed. In addition, we
want the inter-component communication mechanism to support execution and simulation
of a specification while communicating with a realistic environment, for example, we want
to be able to execute a specification and have it communicate with software simulations
of sensors and actuators (or even communicate with the physical sensors and actuators
themselves—hardware-in-the-loop-simulation). This type of execution and simulation is
not well supported in any of the state-based approaches mentioned above.
One requirements engineering environment, called Nimbus, developed at the University
of Minnesota provides support for these execution activities [40, 41]. To enable adequate
specification testing and simulation capabilities, the requirements must be executable while
interacting with a realistic reproduction of the actual control system (or, if necessary, the
actual control system itself). A key to success in this project is to provide a suitable way
to specify the system-level inter-component communication. When starting the project we
identified several properties the communication mechanisms of the language must posses.
Easy to understand and use: The basic features of the communication between the
physical components in a system and the software components are often determined
early in the project (that is, during the system design phase); thus, many different
stake-holders will be involved in the design process, for instance, domain experts, the
potential users of the system, and representatives from regulatory agencies. Therefore, the notation must be easily understood so that it will be used to capture the
essential information about the inter-component communication.
Support capture of essential properties: Bonnie Melhart and Nancy Leveson [21, 30]
have discussed a collection of fundamental assumptions about inter-component communication that should always be captured in the specification of an embedded system. Examples of particular interest for this paper include the following:
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• Assumptions about the time-type of the communication (interrupt or continual)
so that two components communicating are compatible.
• Assumptions about the expected minimum and maximum separation between
messages on a channel so that timing violations can be detected and handled.
• Assumptions regarding the expected minimum and maximum value of input
and output variables so that erroneous values can be captured and handled.
Our notation must support the capture of such assumptions. Furthermore, the notation must support analysis so that we can assure that two interfaces connected over
a channel have mutually compatible assumptions.
Allow encapsulation: As a project progresses, changes to the software’s embedding environment, and consequently its communication requirements, will inevitably occur.
Thus, the communication specifications must allow us to encapsulate information
that is likely to change. Also, by encapsulating information in well defined units we
can parcel the formal analysis for certain properties [38, 47] and greatly reduce the
complexity of the analysis for certain types of safety properties. We can view the
interfaces as simple safety kernels [22, 35] and enforce various constraints in these
kernels.
Enable realistic execution and simulation: Ideally, the developer of a control system
should be able to test the controller in a realistic environment. While state-based
languages are suitable for the specification of many parts of a control system system,
we recognize that state-based techniques are not suitable to specify all system components. For example, state machines cannot accurately model sensors and actuators
with continuous behavior. If high-fidelity models of continuous parts of a system are
necessary, tools more suited for this type of modeling should be used.
The implementation of the interfaces that we have developed supports realistic system
simulation. Each component in the system can be represented by an accurate model,
be that an RSML specification, numerical simulation, statistical model, or whatever
suits the the analyst. Using our environment, it is even possible to do hardware-inthe-loop simulation and have an RSML model interact with the sensors and actuators
in the actual environment. We believe that this ability to treat system components as
black boxes and concentrate on the interfaces in a accurate system simulation is key
to providing a suitable environment for the development of process control systems.
Other approaches to high-level specification of control system behavior, in particular
SCR used in the CoRE method [4, 15], advocate rigorous capture of information about
the monitored and controlled variables in the software’s environment. This work, with its
roots in the pioneering specification of the control software for the A7 aircraft [19, 18],
has helped shape our approach to the specification of inter-component communication.
CoRE advocates a semi-formal capture of the interfaces between components and the
assumptions about the various measured and controlled variables related to the interfaces.
In more recent work [15, 17], Heitmeyer et al. provide a formal semantics of SCR. They
view the monitored and controlled variables as variables shared between the model and the
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environment. They do not have the capability to specify different types of communication
(for example, interrupt versus polling) and cannot group variables together into messages—
they assume that only one variable changes at the time. In our work, we take a more flexible
and fully formal approach to the communication specification. The formalism allows us to
execute specifications in a realistic environment as well as formally analyze certain aspects
of the communication.
Recent work in software architecture has resulted in the definition of many architecture
description languages (ADLs), for example, Darwin [25, 26], Rapide [23], SADL [32, 31],
UniCon [36], and many others [6, 5, 39, 27, 28, 42, 3, 43, 7, 8, 1, 2]. These languages
allow the software designer to specify the components in a software system, the type of
interconnections between the components and the configuration of the components and
connections. In [29], Medvidovic and Taylor discuss a framework for classification and
comparison of architecture description languages. Medvidovic and Taylor underscore the
importance, for ADLs, in treating the types of connections between components as firstclass language entities (i.e., different connection types, for example, an SQL database, can
be specified). However, in our case, we wanted to restrict the types of connections allowed
between components to the ones relevant for requirements models of control systems. Furthermore, by their very nature, ADLs are a tool of the software designer and we wanted
our interfaces to focus only on details which should be included at the requirements level.
Finally, the software architecture community itself is new and there is “still little consensus
in the research community on what an ADL is [and] what aspects of an architecture should
be modeled by an ADL” [29]. For these reasons, we determined that using a pre-existing
architecture description language would not be suitable to our purposes and that a new
interface description based on our knowledge of process control systems would be more
appropriate. In short, we have positioned our inter-component communication definitions
between the overly simplistic view in SCR and the design oriented view in the architecture
description community.
The safety kernel approach to enforcement of constraints is not unique to our work.
Nancy Leveson et al. discussed the use of a safety kernel to enforce safety policies in
safety critical systems [22]. The kernel centralizes the enforcement of safety policies and
detection/recovery of safety violation in one small easily verifiable component. The notion
of safety kernels responsible for policy enforcement has been further discussed by Kevin
Wika and John Knight [45, 46]. These approaches, however, mainly address the design and
implementation stages of development and do not discuss verification of safety properties
in the high-level specification stage.
John Rushby has provided a detailed and formal discussion of the suitability of a
kernel approach for safety enforcement [35]. He concluded that a kernel architecture is
most suited to enforce negative properties, for example, that certain actions are not taken
in some situations. A kernel approach is more limited when it comes to enforcing positive
properties, for instance, that an action is always performed under certain conditions. The
analysis work presented later in this paper uses the communication definitions as a simple
kernel architecture and the analysis approach is largely inspired by Rushby’s discussion;
consequently, our work is mostly suitable to enforce negative properties.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the RSML language,
focusing on the definition of the interfaces and variables necessary for inter-component
5
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Figure 1: The ASW system in its environment
communication. In Section 3 we discuss how the communication definitions can be used
to assure that the communication between components satisfies some properties inherent
in inter-component communication. Sections 4 and 5 outline how our communication
definitions can be viewed as simple kernels and how safety constraints can be expressed
and verified. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary and conclusions.

2

Modeling Systems Using RSML

RSML was developed as a requirements specification language specifically for embedded
control systems. One of the main design goals of RSML was readability and understandability by non-computer professionals such as users, engineers in the application domain,
managers, and representatives from regulatory agencies.
The language is based on hierarchical finite state machines and is in many ways similar
to David Harel’s Statecharts [9, 10]. For example, RSML supports parallelism, hierarchies,
and guarded transitions.

2.1

A Short Overview of RSML

An RSML specification consists of a collection of states, transitions, variables, interfaces,
functions, macros, and constants which will be discussed in the remainder of this section.
States are organized in a hierarchical fashion as in Statecharts. RSML includes three
different types of states – compound states, parallel states, and atomic states. Atomic
states are analogous to those in traditional finite state machines. Parallel states are used to
represent the inherently parallel or concurrent parts of the system being modeled. Finally,
compound states are used both to hide the detail of certain parts of the state machine so
as to make the resulting model easier to comprehend and to encapsulate certain behaviors
in the machine.
For example, consider the simple avionics system, called the altitude switch (ASW),
where the system is responsible for turning on some device of interest (DOI), when the
aircraft drops below a certain altitude threshold. The ASW and its environment are shown
in Figure 1.
The state hierarchy modeling the high-level ASW requirements could be represented
as in Figure 2. This representation includes all three types of states. FullyOperational is
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Figure 2: High-level ASW Model
a parallel state with three direct children (AltitudeStatus, ASWStatus, and DOI). All of
these are compound states which contain only atomic states (Above, Below, etc.).
Transitions in RSML control the way in which the state machine can move from one
state to another. The general form of any transition in RSML is show in Figure 3. As the
figure shows, a transition consists of a source state, a destination state, a trigger event, a
guarding condition, and a set of events that is produced when the transition is taken. In
order to take an RSML transition, the following must be true: (1) the source state must be
currently active, (2) the trigger event must occur while the source state is active, and (3)
when the trigger event occurs, the guarding condition must evaluate to true. If all of these
conditions are satisfied then the destination state will become active, the source state will
become inactive, and the set of events E will be produced.
A

B

e[C]/E
Source
State

Destination
State
Trigger
Event

Guarding
Condition

Set of Events
that are
Produced

Figure 3: General RSML Transition
The guarding condition is simply a predicate logic statement over the various states and
variables in the specification; however, during the TCAS project, the team that developed
the specification (the Irvine Safety Research Group led by Dr. Nancy Leveson) discovered
that the guarding conditions required to accurately capture the requirements were often
complex. The propositional logic notation traditionally used to define these conditions
did not scale well to complex expressions and quickly became unreadable. To overcome
this problem, they decided to use a tabular representation of disjunctive normal form
(DNF) that they called and/or tables. Figure 4 (a) shows a transition from the ASW
requirements. Figure 5 shows a more complex example from the TCAS II requirements.
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Macro: BelowThreshold

Transition(s):

Definition:

Above −→ Below
Location: AltitudeStatus
Trigger Event: AltReceivedEvent
Condition:

A
N
D

BelowThreshold()
AltitudeQualityOK()

Altitude ≤ AltitudeThreshold

T

T
T

Output Action: AltStatusEvaluatedEvent

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: A Transition and Macro from the ASW requirements
The far-left column of the and/or table lists the logical phrases. Each of the other columns
is a conjunction of those phrases and contains the logical values of the expressions. If one
of the columns is true, then the table evaluates to true. A column evaluates to true if all
of its elements are match the truth values of the associated columns. A dot denotes “don’t
care.”
To further increase the readability of the specification, the Irvine Group introduced
many other syntactic conventions in RSML. For example, they allow expressions used in
the predicates to be defined as functions and familiar and frequently used conditions to be
defined as macros. In Figure 4 (a), “BelowThreshold” and “AltitudeQualityOK” are both
macros. The definition of the BelowThreshold macro is given in Figure 4 (b).
Variables in the specification allow the analyst to record the values reported by various
external sensors (in the case of input variable) and provide a place to capture the values
of the outputs of the system prior to sending them out in a message (in the case of output
variables).

2.2

Systems and Components

In RSML we view a system as a collection of components connected by communication
channels. A graphical representation (RSML notation) of a collection of system components and communication channels can be seen in Figure 6. The components are connected
to the channels through interfaces and can send messages over the channels. A message is
a collection of fields holding the atomic pieces of information communicated between the
components. The only information flow between the components is through the unidirectional channels.
We make clear distinction between the inputs to a component, the outputs from a
component, and the internal state of the component. Every data item entering and leaving
a component is defined by the input and output variables. The state machine describing
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Transition(s):

ESL-4 −→ ESL-2

Location: Own-Aircraft . Effective-SLs-30
Trigger Event: Auto-SL-Evaluated-Evente-279
Condition:

A
N
D

OR

Auto-SLs-30 in state ASL-2
Auto-SLs-30 in one of {ASL-2,ASL-3,ASL-4,ASL-5,ASL-6,ASL-7}
Lowest-Groundf-241 = 2
Mode-Selector = one of {TA/RA,TA-Only,3,4,5,6,7}
Mode-Selectorv-34 = TA-Only

T
·
·
T
·

T
·
·
·
T

·
T
T
T
·

Output Action: Effective-SL-Evaluated-Evente-279

Figure 5: A transition definition from TCAS II with the guarding condition expressed as
an and/or table.
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Figure 6: The components and channels in an avionics system.
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the behavior of a component can use both input and output variables when defining the
transitions between its states. However, the input variables represent direct input to the
component and can only be set when receiving information from the environment. The
output variables can be set by the state machine and presented to the environment through
output interfaces.
Formally, the behavior of a finite-state machine can be defined using a next-state relation. In RSML, this relation is modeled by the transitions between states and the sequencing of events. For the purpose of this paper, we will focus our discussion on the message
passing between physically separated components. We provide a definition of the global
system state and how the various communication primitives defined in the next section
effects that system state. For a rigorous treatment of the formal foundation of RSML
and the details of the next state computation the reader is referred to [12]. A detailed
description of the graphical notation and an account of the experiences from the TCAS II
effort can be found in [21].
For the formal definitions in this paper we will use the Z notation [37]. The definitions
in the following sections do not require extensive knowledge of Z; we will briefly describe
any Z specific constructs we use.
The state of a components defined with RSML can be formally defined using the following types.
[Config, Message, Variable, Name]
The set Config is the set of all possible states the hierarchical state machine can be
in. Because of the hierarchical and parallel structure of these types of machines there are
many restrictions of which states are allowed. A discussion of these restrictions is, however,
beyond the scope of this paper and has been extensively covered elsewhere [12]. Message is
the set of messages that can be passed over the channels in the system, Variable is the set
of allowable variable values associated with a component, and Name is the set of allowed
identifiers.
Component
Configuration : Config
InVar : Name 7→ seq Variable
OutVar : Name 7→ seq Variable
InMessage : Name 7→ seq Message
OutMessage : Name 7→ seq Message
InInterface : Name 7→ InMessage
OutInterface : Name 7→ OutMessage
dom InVar ∩ dom OutVar = ∅
dom InMessage ∩ dom OutMessage = ∅
dom InInterface ∩ dom OutInterface = ∅
The Component schema above defines the global state of an RSML model to consist of
a configuration (the state of the hierarchical state machine) and a collection of sequences
capturing the input and output histories of the component in question. InVar and OutVar
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are mappings where a unique variable name is mapped to a sequence containing the trace of
input or output variables received to or sent from the component. The relations InMessage
and OutMessage pair unique message names with the message sequences in and out of the
component. We make a distinction between variables and messages since a message can
contain a collection of fields that will be assigned to different variables.
An interface in RSML is a connection point where a channel is connected to a component. Each interface accepts a message of a specific type. The InInterface and OutInterface
relations match unique input and output interfaces to the message sequences that can be
received or sent over the interfaces.
We define an initial state where all sequences are empty.
InitComponent
Component 0
Component 0 = InitComponent
∀ x ∈ ran InVar 0 | x = h i
∀ x ∈ ran OutVar 0 | x = h i
∀ x ∈ ran InMessage 0 | x = h i
∀ x ∈ ran OutMessage 0 | x = h i
In the next section we describe the effect of message passing between two components
as changes in the state of the sending and receiving side of a unidirectional channel.

3

The RSML Communication Model

In our formal definition of the RSML communication mechanisms we use a two tired
approach. We will use Z to formally define the semantics of the RSML communication
primitives. These primitives are then used to define the semantics of well structured
communication interfaces suitable for a clear and easy to use description of system-level
inter-component communication.

3.1

Communication Semantics

To introduce our approach to communication, we first provide an informal overview of the
communication primitives. The formal definition appears later in this section.
All communication in a control system can be modeled as either interrupt driven or
continual. Both types of communication are asynchronous with a non-blocking send; however, in the continual case one message is buffered (i.e., persistent) on the channel whereas
with interrupt driven communication there is no buffering. With these two basic communication mechanisms we can implement any other communication scheme we may be
interested in, for example, stimulus response.
We have defined two primitives to model interrupt driven communication;
Send(hchanneli, hmessagei) and Receive(hchanneli, hmessagei). Informally, in terms of
RSML’s event-action semantics, Send is an action that sends the message hmessagei over
the channel hchanneli. Receive is a trigger event that occurs when the message hmessagei
11

trigger [ guard-1 ] / SEND(Channel, Message)

Sending
Component
RECEIVE(Channel, Message) [ guard-2 ] / action-2

Receiving
Component

Figure 7: The Send-Receive pair as used in a state machine.
trigger-3 [ guard-3 ] / PUBLISH(Channel, Message)

Publishing
Component
trigger-4 [guard-4] / READ(Channel, Message) ; action-4

Polling
Component

Figure 8: The Publish-Read pair as used in a state machine.
is received over the channel hchanneli. The use of the Send and Receive primitives is
illustrated in Figure 7. When the sending state machine takes the transition and issues the
Send command the Receive event in the receiving component will be triggered. If the
guarding condition (guard-2) is satisfied, the transition in the receiving component will be
taken and the actions will be performed.
For continual communication we use two primitives; Publish(hchanneli, hmessagei)
and Read(hchanneli, hmessagei). Both primitives are actions in the RSML semantics.
Publish posts a message on the channel, and the information is persistent and remains
available on the channel until it is overwritten by another Publish command to the same
channel. Read retrieves information from the channel. The information on the channel is
unchanged by the read operation. Their use is illustrated in Figure 8.
Formal Semantics: A channel is a unidirectional one-to-one connection between an
output interface of a component and an input interface of a (possibly the same) component.
The definition can be seen in the schema below.
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Channel
Source : Component
SourceInterface : Name
Destination : Component
DestinationInterface : Name
SourceInterface ∈ dom Source.OutInterface
DestinationInterface ∈ dom Destination.InInterface
The send action can be modeled as appending a message to the output message sequence
associated with the appropriate output interface of the sending component. The send action
also generates the message as an output to be used by the receive event that takes place
in the receiving component. When a message is received it is simply added to the input
message sequence of the appropriate interface1 .
Send
∆Channel
MessageToSend ? : Message
MessageSent! : Message
Source 0 .OutInterface(SourceInterface) =
Source.OutInterface(SourceInterface) a hMessageToSend ?i
MessageSent! = MessageToSend ?

Receive
∆Channel
MessageSent? : Message
Destination 0 .InInterface(DestinationInterface) =
Destination.InInterface(DestinationInterface) a hMessageSent?i
A complete Send-Receive exchange is modeled as the Send schema piping its output
to the Receive schema2 .
SendReceiveExchange =
b Send >> Receive
On the receiving side, as soon as a message is received it is processed by the state
machine. Thus, we assume the synchrony hypothesis, that is, we assume that the state
machine is infinitely faster than the environment and will always be able to complete the
processing of one message before another message arrives. If we assume that the next-state
The notation a is the concatenate operator in Z. The expression sequence-1 a sequence-2 concatenates
the two sequences. The expression hx i creates a sequence containing x .
2
The >> operator indicates piping of values. In the expression X >> Y , any output variables (an
identifier followed by !) in X is copied to the input variable (an identifier followed by ?) in Y with the
same name.
1
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computation of an RSML model (excluding the ability to receive messages) is defined by
a Z schema named RSMLBehavior ; then, the full behavior of an RSML model is defined
by the schema composition below. This composition shows that as soon as a message
is received, the next state computation is performed3 . A description of the full formal
semantics of RSML is beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is referred
to [12] for an overview and [44] for complete coverage.
ReceiveMessage =
b Receive o9 RSMLBehavior
The Publish and Read operations are straight forward to define. The publish action simply appends a new message to the output message sequence of the appropriate
interface. This action is local to the publishing state machine. A read action in a state
machine involves retrieving the last message appended to the output message sequence in
the publishing state machine and append this message to the input message sequence in
the reading machine. The read action always accesses the last message published on the
channel. The two primitives are defined below.
Publish
∆Channel
MessageToPublish? : Message
Source 0 .OutInterface(SourceInterface) =
Source.OutInterface(SourceInterface) a hMessageToPublish?i

Read
∆Channel
Destination 0 .InInterface(DestinationInterface) =
Destination.InInterface(DestinationInterface)a
lasthSource.OutInterface(SourceInterface)i

3.2

Interface Semantics

The communication primitives introduced in the previous section, together with the other
constructs in RSML, are adequate to fully model a system component’s required behavior
as well as the system-level inter-component communication. Indiscriminate use of the
communication primitives, however, may lead to unstructured and difficult to understand
models. Thus, the communication with the environment should be encapsulated in well
defined communication modules within each component. For example, in TCAS II all
communication with one of the pilot’s displays, called the RA-Display, should be confined
to a small state machine dedicated to this task. By encapsulating the communication in
dedicated state machines, the main parts of an RSML specification will be shielded from
the inevitable changes in the embedding environment (Figure 9).
3

The

o
9

operator indicates sequencing. x o9 y means we first apply x and then y.
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Input State Machine Input State Machine
for Channel-A
for Channel-B

Power-On
Own-Aircraft

Power-Off
Main RSML
specification modeling
the behavior of the
control software

Other-Aircraft[1..30]

Output State Machine
for Display-Channel

Figure 9: Dedicated communication state machines shield the RSML specification.

Our high-level RSML interface definitions are an abstraction of simple state machines
using the basic RSML communication primitives. Naturally, the state machines could be
directly used to specify the inter-component communication. But, since the state machines
are very simple and only adds visual clutter to the graphical RSML model, we have chosen
to use a purely textual notation to abstract away the state machines defining the communication. Also, the textual notation forces encapsulation of all communication information
in the interface definitions. Leveson et al. successfully used a similar technique when specifying the communication mechanisms for TCAS II [21]. The definitions in this paper are
an extension and refinement of their approach.
The interface definitions in Figure 10 are small examples of interface definitions in
RSML. A realistic example taken from TCAS II is presented in Section 5. Interface definitions consist of two parts, (1) a physical interface definition that captures properties
related to the physical aspects of the communication, for example, the channel name and
timing assumptions, and (2) a collection of handlers that determine under which conditions
we can either provide or accept messages over the channel. The physical interface definition is used to assure that components connected together have compatible properties, for
example, that the expected minimum separation between messages at the Receive side
is less than or equal to the expected minimum separation at the Send side. (We explain
our compatibility criteria further in the next section.)
The interfaces in Figure 10 represent two distinct physical components communicating
over the channel named Altimeter-1-Channel. The output interface is interpreted as follows.
When a state machine in the main part of the specification generates the interface’s trigger
event (in this case Send-Altitude-Event) and a handler’s guarding condition is satisfied,
the output action in the handler is performed. For an input interface, when a message is
received and the guarding condition on one handler is satisfied, the assignments defined in
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Input Interface: Altimeter-In-Interface

Output Interface: Altimeter-Out-Interface
Channel: Altimeter-1-Channel
Trigger: Send-Altitude-Event
Max Separation: 0.45 seconds
Min Separation: 0.35 seconds

Channel: Altimeter-1-Channel
Trigger: Receive ( Alt, Alt-Stat )
Max Separation: 0.5 seconds
Min Separation: 0.3 seconds

Handler-1

Handler-1
Condition:
Alt-Stat = Valid
Assignment(s):
DigitalAltitude := Alt
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat
Action: Altitude-Received-Event

Condition:
True
Assignment(s):
Alt := MeasuredAltitude
Alt-Stat := SelfCheck()
Action: Send (Alt, Alt-Stat)

Handler-2
Condition:
Alt-Stat = Not-Valid
Assignment(s):
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat
Action: Altitude-Bad-Event

Figure 10: Interface Example 1
that handler will be performed and the handler’s output action is generated.
Both interfaces have a min separation and max separation. The min separation is the
minimum amount of time that is required between messages. Similarly, the max separation
is the maximum amount of time that can occur between messages. If there is no maximum
separation, for example, if an event may never be generated, this is captured as an Undefined upper bound. Figure 11 shows how the interfaces in Figure 10 are defined with
state machines.
Altimeter-In-Interface
RECEIVE( Alt, Alt-Stat ) [ Alt-Stat = Not-Valid ] /
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat, Altitude-Bad-Event

Altimeter-Out-Interface

Send-Altitude-Event [ True ] /
Alt := MeasuredAltitude, Alt-Stat := SelfCheck(), Send(Alt, Alt-Stat)
RECEIVE( Alt, Alt-Stat ) [ Alt-Stat = Valid ] /
DigitalAltitude := Alt, DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat, Altitude-Received-Event

Figure 11: Definition of the interfaces in Figure 10 using RSML state machines and the
basic communication primitives.

3.3

Working with Timing Assumptions

In Figure 11, the state machine does not capture nor enforce the timing properties defined in
the physical definition of the interface. These timing properties merely capture assumptions
about communication. To capture and manage violations of these assumptions, handlers
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that address violations of the min separation and max separation should be added to
the interface definition. To assist in expressing these timing constraints, we use time
expressions, time predicates and timeout events. Time in RSML is represented as a tuple:
(Hours, Minutes, Seconds, Milliseconds).
• Time expressions are simple expressions which result in a time. RSML allows the
specification of time literals, for example, “3 hours and 2 seconds”, as well as named
time constants. In addition, the language supports getting the time of many occurrences in the system, such as the last time the model entered a state, assigned a
variable, or processed input over a particular channel. Figure 12 shows a sample4
of the time expressions in the RSML language. The formal definition of the time
expressions is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [44].
• Time predicates allow the analyst to compare the values of two time expressions. The
only time predicates that are allowed are less than or equal to (≤) and greater than
or equal to (≥), which reflects the view of timing presented by Matt Jaffe [20] that
states that no two events ever happen at exactly the same time. Thus, an equality
operator is superfluous.
• Timeout events allows the analyst to schedule events to occur a specific time. Timeout events are of the form TIMEOUT(start, duration) where start is a time expression
indicating the start time from which to start measuring the duration and duration is
a time expression that indicates the length of time from the start time to when the
timeout event would trigger.
Time Expression
+,−
time constant name
time literal
TIME
TIME(event name)
TIME(PREV(i ) event name)
TIME(l ENTERED s)
TIME(LASTIO)
TIME(MAXSEP)
TIME(MINSEP)

Meaning
Normal arithmetic operations.
The value of the named time constant.
The value of the time literal.
The current simulation time (starting at 0:0:0:0
at the start of the simulation.
The last time that the event occurred.
The i th previous time that the event occurred.
The time that the state l entered its child s.
The time of the last input or output on a particular interface.
The expected maximum separation between messages on a channel.
The expected minimum separation between messages on a channel.

Figure 12: Representative sample of the time expressions allowable in RSML.
4

Although there is the only one PREV expression in the table, it is possible to take PREV on the other
occurrences, for example, TIME(PREV(i ) LASTIO).
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Figure 13 shows how the Altimeter-In-Interface in Figure 10 has been modified to
capture violations of the min separation and max separation assumptions. Figure 14 shows
the modified state machine capturing the meaning of this interface.

Input Interface: Altimeter-In-Interface
Channel: Altimeter-1-Channel
Trigger: Receive ( Alt, Alt-Stat )
Max Separation: 0.5 seconds
Min Separation: 0.3 seconds

Handler-1
Condition:
Alt-Stat = Valid
TIME - TIME(LastIO) >= MINSEP
TIME - TIME(LastIO) <= MAXSEP
Assignment(s):
DigitalAltitude := Alt
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat
Action: Altitude-Received-Event

T
T
T

Handler-2
Condition:
Alt-Stat = Not-Valid
Assignment(s):
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat
Action: Altitude-Bad-Event

Handler-3
Condition:
TIME - TIME(LastIO) < MINSEP
Assignment(s): None
Action: Altitude-Time-Violation

Timeout-Handler-4: Timeout(LastIO, MAXSEP)
Condition: True
Assignment(s): None
Action: Altitude-Time-Violation

Figure 13: Modified Example
The high-level Publish-Read communication is defined in much the same way as the
Send-Receive. The only significant difference in the way that the handler transitions
would look is that the Publish and Read primitives would appear as actions on the
transitions, not as the trigger as in the case of the Receive primitive. Therefore, we will
not discuss Publish -Read communication further in this paper.

3.4

Input and Output Variable Definitions

Input and output variable definitions are similar to the interface definitions. Variables are
typed and require the specification of assumed minimum and maximum values. An example
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Altimeter-In-Interface
RECEIVE( Alt, Alt-Stat ) [ Alt-Stat = Not-Valid ] /
DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat, Altitude-Bad-Event

Timeout(LastIO, MAXSEP) [True] /
Altitude-Time-Violation

RECEIVE( Alt, Alt-Stat )
[TIME-TIME(LastIO) < MINSEP] /
Altitude-Time-Violation
RECEIVE( Alt, Alt-Stat )
[ Alt-Stat = Valid and TIME-TIME(LastIO) >= MINSEP and TIME-TIME(LastIO) <= MAXSEP ] /
DigitalAltitude := Alt, DigitalAltStatus := Alt-Stat, Altitude-Received-Event

Figure 14: Definition of the interface in Figure 11 using an RSML state machine and the
low-level primitives and timing properties.
of input and output variable specifications can be seen in Figure 15. Input variables can
only be assigned by an input interface when a message is received from the environment.
Output variables, on the other hand, can be assigned at any time. An output variable is
assigned a new value when the state machine generates the trigger event for the variable
(for example, in Figure 15, the Sample-Altitude-Event) and the variable is assigned the
value of the Value expression (in this case, the function ReadAltitude). Both input and
output variables can be assigned an optional unit indicating the physical entity the variable
represents.

Output Variable: Measured-Altitude
Type: Integer
Expected Min: -1,000
Expected Max: 12,000
Trigger: Sample-Altitude-Event
Value: ReadAltitude()
Action: None
Unit: meters

Input Variable: DigitalAltitude
Type: Integer
Expected Min: -1,000
Expected Max: 12,000
Unit: meters

Figure 15: Variable example
Given the information about the physical communication, the assumptions on the input
and output variables, and the handlers in the interfaces, we can perform various types of
analysis.
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4

Interface Compatibility Analysis

The interface definitions contain information about the physical aspects of the intercomponent communication. To connect two interfaces over a channel, the interfaces must
have compatible definitions as well as compatible input and output variables [20, 30].
Specifically,
• For each channel, the number of fields defined for the message in the source and
destination specifications must be the same (types are dealt with below).
• A Read input handler must be connected to a Publish output handler, and a
Receive input handler must be connected to a Send output handler. That is,
interrupt driven and continual communication cannot be mixed.
• For Send -Receive channels, the max separation of the input side must be greater
than or equal to that of the output side. Also, the min separation on the input side
must be less than or equal that of the output side.
In addition, each input handler in an input interface must match with every output
handler in the corresponding output interfaces at the other end of the channel. This
ensures that all possible combinations of output can be accepted by the input handler. For
an input handler to match, it must assign the same number and type of input variables as
the output handler sends on the channel. Each type of variable requires different checks
as outlined below.
Integer variables
• The expected minimum of the output variable must be greater than or equal to the
expected minimum of the corresponding input variable.
• The expected maximum of the output variable must be less than or equal to the
expected maximum of the corresponding input variable.
If the output variable can take on larger or smaller values than the input variable, there is
an incompatibility and our tool will report an error.
Enumerated variables
• If the types are the same, the variables are compatible. The types are the same if
they have the name and same enumerations in the same order.
• If the types have the same name, but a different enumerations, a warning should be
issued.
• If the types are not the same, and the type of the output variable has fewer possible
values than the type of the input variable a warning will be issued stating that not
all the enumerations of the input are used.
If the types are not the same, and the type of the output variable has more enumerations
than the type of the input variable then “overflow” is possible and an error is reported.
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Output Interface: Altimeter-Out-Interface
Channel: Altimeter-1-Channel
Trigger: Receive ( Alt, Alt-Stat )
Max Separation: 0.35 seconds
Min Separation: 0.25 seconds
Trigger: Send-Altitude-Event

Handler-1
Condition:
True
Assignment(s):
Alt := MeasuredAltitude
Alt-Stat := SelfCheck();
Action: Send (Alt, Alt-Stat)

Output Variable: Measured-Altitude
Type: Integer
Expected Min: -3,000
Expected Max: 45,000
Trigger: Sample-Altitude-Event
Value: ReadMetricAltitude()
Action: None
Unit: ft

Figure 16: The output interface and the output variable in the new component are incompatible with the original input assumptions in Figures 10 and 15.
Consider the interface specifications and variables defined earlier. A change in the
system requirements has prompted the replacement of the altimeter sending information
over the Altimeter-Channel. To satisfy the new requirements, the new device is both faster
(expected minimum separation 0.25 seconds) and is sending a variable with a wider range
and different meaning than the previous device (from -3,000 ft to 45,000 ft). The output
interface and the output variable associated with this new device are shown in Figure 16.
Given this change in the assumptions about the inter-component communication, our tool
will generate the error report in Figure 17. The new component is no longer compatible
with the original input assumptions in Figures 10 and 15.
This analysis tool helps find problems in the initial systems architecture and highlights
potential problems as the components in the system evolve over time. Forcing a consistent
definition of the interfaces initially can help to prevent misunderstandings. This is especially useful on a large project which might have numerous components under simultaneous
development.

5

Constraints and Constraint Verification

Since all communication is encapsulated in the interfaces, the guarding condition in a
handler is effectively a precondition for the handler’s communication to take place. This
encapsulation acts as a simple kernel architecture; through these preconditions we can
assure that no undesired outputs leave a component model and that no damaging inputs
enter the model. The formality of the communication definition allows us to (1) assure
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**********************************
Report for channel Altimeter_Channel
**********************************
===> Error: Min separation of the output side (0.25 s) is less than
the min separation of the input side (0.3 s).
===> Error: input variable DigitalAltitude has expected
max less than the expected max of the output variable
(Measured-Altitude) to which it is being assigned.
===> Error: input variable DigitalAltitude has expected
min greater than the expected min of the output variable
(Measured-Altitude) to which it is being assigned.
===> Warning: inconsistent units defined for variable DigitalAltitude.
Output is (ft) and input is (meters).
**********************************
End Report
**********************************

Figure 17: Error Report from the channel compatibility analysis tool.
that the input and output definitions are consistently and completely defined and (2) prove
that communication related safety assertions hold in the model.

Output Interface: Display-Unit-Interface
Channel: Display-Channel
Trigger: Send-Traffic-Event[i]
Max Separation: 1.2 second
Min Separation: 0.8 second

Handler-1
Condition: For all j in {1..30}:

A
N
D

OR

i 6= j
Traffic-Display-Status[i] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Display-Status[j] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[i]) ≥ Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[j])

T
T
F
·

·
T
·
T

Action: Send(Advisory-Code[i])
Figure 18: Original definition of the communication with the pilot’s display.

To illustrate our constraint verification we will use an example taken from TCAS II in
Figure 18. The state machine model for TCAS II is required to model 30 intruding aircraft
(modeled with the state machine Other-Aircraft in Figure 19). The model of each OtherAircraft contains a state machine called Traffic-Display-Status. When TCAS has detected
an intruder and has determined that the pilot needs to be notified, the state machine
Traffic-Display-Status associated with that intruder will enter the state Waiting-To-Send.
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Other_Aircraft, i:[1...30]
Input:
Other_Alt: Real (Range Unspecified)
Other_Mode_S_Address: {1 ... (2 24 - 2)}
Other_Sensitivity_Level: {Not_Known, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
Other_Capability: {ATCRBS, ModeS, TA, TA/RA}
Other_Alt_Reporting: {True, False}
Surveillance_No: Integer (Range Unspecified)
Other_Range: Real (Range Unspecified)
Range_Report_Time_Stamp: Real (Range Unspecified)
Other_Range_Valid: {True, False}

Track_Status

Other_Alt_Valid: {True, False}
Other_Bearing: Real (Range Unspecified)
Other_Bearing_Valid: {True, False}
Other_VRC: {No_Intent, Dont_Descend, Dont_Climb}
Other_HRC: {No_Intent, Dont_Turn_Left, Dont_Turn_Right}
Other_Bearing_Measurement: Real {Range Unspecified}
Other_Bearing_Measurement_Valid: {True, False}
Surveillance_Mode: {Normal, Reduced}

Threat_Not_Tracked

RM_Send_Status

Not_Tracked

Tracked

Not_Attempting_RM

Intruder_Status

Cap_Tau_Calculations

Other_Traffic

Proximate_Traffic

Yes

Waiting_To_Coordinate

Potential_Threat
No

Threat
Reversal

TCAS_TCAS_
Reversal
No

Display_Arrow
Failed

Not
Reversed

Yes

Waiting_For_Reply

Range_Test

Reversed

No_Arrow
UP

Passed

Intent_Received

Down

Status

Crossing
Non_Crossing

Int_Cross

No

Own_Cross

New

Level_Wait

Continuing

Yes

Sense
Descend
Strength
Negative
VSL_2000fpm

Climb
Strength
Negative
VSL_2000fpm

VSL_1000fpm

VSL_1000fpm

VSL_500fpm

VSL_500fpm

VSL_0fpm

VSL_0fpm

C

C

Positive
Nominal_1500fpm
None

0

One_Increase_Hit
Previous_IncreaseHit

Increase_2500fpm

Increase_2500fpm

RA_Deferral

RA_Deferral

Consider_Reversal

RM_Count_This_Cycle

C

Yes

Intruder_Status_Sync

2

Individual_Not_Evaluated

3

Multiaircraft_Not_Evaluated
Other_Aircraft_Evaluated

5
6
Not_Waiting_To_Send

7

One_Hit

Previous_Hit

Waiting_To_Send

Previous_Hit

TCAS_Level_Off

4

Traffic_Display_Status

None

One_Hit

None

Lost

1

Consider_Reversal

None

3

No

Nominal_1500fpm
None

Previous_IncreaseHit

2

Alt_Reporting

Positive

One_Increase_Hit

1

8
Tau_Rising

TCAS_Level_Off

9
C

Yes

C

Yes

No

0

No

2

3_Plus

10
11

C

Horizontal_Miss_Distance_
RA_Filter
(Expanded in Section
2.2.4.1.9)

Sense_Not_Selected

Output:
Display_Arrow_Out: {No_Arrow, Up, Down}
Other_Relative_Alt_Out: {-9,900 ... 9,900}
Other_Range_Out: Real (Range Unspecified)
Other_Bearing_Out: Real (Range Unspecified)

1

Other_Bearing_OK_Out: {True, False}
Other_Alt_Reporting_Out: {True,False}
Advisory_Code: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

Figure 19: Model of an intruding aircraft
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12

This indicates that TCAS is ready to send an advisory regarding this particular intruder
to the pilot’s display5 . If TCAS tracks several intruders and needs to notify the pilot
about more than one intruder (more than one Other-Aircraft model is in state WaitingTo-Send), the intruder model with the highest priority (Traffic-Score) takes precedence.
The advisory relating to an intruder is contained in the variable Advisory-Code. The
communication definition in Figure 18 defines the communication with the pilot’s display.
It is parameterized, any Other-Aircraft can generate a trigger event for this handler. The
handler will simply be instantiated with the index of that intruder (the index is indicated
with the i in the definition). Thus, Figure 18 tells us that Other-Aircraft[i] can only send
an advisory to the pilot if there are no other aircraft ready to send (column 1) or there are
no other aircraft with a higher traffic score (column 2).
The remainder of this section discusses how our communication formalism can be analyzed for completeness and consistency as well as various safety constraints.

5.1

Completeness and Consistency

In a previous investigation, we defined a collection of analysis procedures that assures
that an RSML specification is complete and consistent [12]. The notion of completeness
and consistency extends to the interface definitions. In this paper it suffices to state the
completeness and consistency rules informally:
1. Within an interface definition, every pair of handlers triggered by the same event
must have mutually exclusive guarding conditions; exactly one handler can be used
at any time.
2. The logical or of the guarding conditions on all handlers triggered by the same event
within an interface definition must form a tautology; if an input arrives on a channel,
it is always defined how this input will be handled.
Note, that the phrase “triggered by the same event” is significant in this context. This
implies that, for example, in a receive interface which might have a number of regular
handlers and several timeout handlers, the above conditions must hold for all the regular handlers (independent of the timeout handlers) and for each set of timeout handlers
triggered by the same timeout event (independent of all the others).
Analysis procedures assuring that the criteria are satisfied are straightforward to automate: the guarding conditions on any two distinct handlers must be contradictory and the
disjunction of the guarding conditions on the handlers triggered by the same event within
each interface must form a tautology. Clearly, the interface in Figure 18 is incomplete since
it only handles the case when we are actually allowed to send an advisory. On the other
hand, the interface is by definition consistent since there is only one handler. A refined
interface definition that is both complete and consistent can be seen in Figure 21. Our
tool automatically generates the proof obligations for completeness and consistency. This,
however, is not the focus of the paper and the interested reader must be referred to [11, 12]
for a rigorous treatment of this topic.
5

An advisory is a notification to the pilot; if the intruder is very close a resolution advisory will be
displayed.
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5.2

Safety Verification

In control systems there are often various safety constraints that must hold at all times. In
TCAS, a safety constraint may be that we cannot remove a Resolution-Advisory from the
pilot’s display as long as the intruder that caused the advisory to be generated is declared
to be a Threat (Other-Aircraft in state Threat)6 . An intruding aircraft is declared to be
a threat when a near mid air collision (NMAC) is considered imminent. We may, however,
display a Resolution-Advisory against an intruder that is not a threat. An example of such
a situation would be when a resolution advisory has only been displayed for a short time,
the intruder flies past the own aircraft and is no longer considered a threat, but we want
to keep the advisory for a few more seconds to provide a sense of continuity to the pilot.

Output Invariant:
The output: Advisory-Code[i]
can only be sent if
Condition:

A
N
D

OR

Other-Aircraft[i] in state Threat
Advisory-Code[i] = Resolution-Advisory

F
·

T
T

Figure 20: Safety constraint limiting when we can remove a resolution advisory from the
pilot’s display.
The constraint discussed above can be formally captured with an and/or-table as
seen in Figure 20. Informally, the constraint in Figure 20 states that if we attempt to
output an advisory for an intruder that is a threat it must be a resolution advisory. If all
interactions with the environment are encapsulated in the interfaces, we will be able to
verify constraints of this type by only considering the interface specifications.
The verification approach progresses in two simple steps. First, we determine which
handlers can output the variable in which we are interested. Second, we show that the
guarding condition (g) in those handlers implies the constraint (c), that is, that (g ⇒ c).
A similar approach can be used to prove simple negative constraints (an output is
never sent under a certain condition). In this case, however, we want to show that all
handlers that can send or publish that output have a guarding condition g that contradicts
c ( ¬(c ∧ g) ).
We have augmented an existing execution environment and analysis tool for RSML
with the capability to take communication related safety assertions as input. The tool
generates proof obligations based on the rules outlined in this section. We generate proof
obligations in the PVS (Prototype Verification System) [33] specification language and use
the PVS theorem prover to perform the proofs [11]. The next section gives an example of
the translation approach.
6

Note that, although a reasonable constraint, this constraint was created for illustration only.
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5.3

Generating Proof Obligations for PVS

PVS is a tool that provides an interactive environment for the development and analysis
of formal specifications. It consists of a specification language, a parser, a type-checker, an
interactive theorem prover, and various browsing tools.

Output Interface: Display-Unit-Interface
Channel: Display-Channel
Trigger: Send-Traffic-Event[i]
Max Separation: 1.2 second
Min Separation: 0.8 second

Handler-1
Condition: For all j in {1..30}:

A
N
D

OR

i 6= j
Traffic-Display-Status[i] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Display-Status[j] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[i]) ≥ Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[j])
Other-Aircraft[i] in state Threat
Advisory-Code[i] = Resolution-Advisory

T
T
F
·
F
·

T
T
F
·
T
T

·
T
·
T
F
·

·
T
·
T
T
T

Action: Send(Advisory-Code[i])

Handler-2
Condition: Exists at least one j in {1..30}:

OR
A
N
D

i 6= j
Traffic-Display-Status[i] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Display-Status[j] in state Waiting-To-Send
Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[i]) ≥ Traffic-Score(Other-Aircraft[j])
Other-Aircraft[i] in state Threat
Advisory-Code[i] = Resolution-Advisory

T
F
F
·
F
·

T
F
F
·
T
T

F
F
·
·
·
T

F
F
·
·
F
·

·
T
T
F
F
·

Action: None

Handler-3
Condition:

A
N
D

Other-Aircraft[i] in state Threat
Advisory-Code[i] = Resolution-Advisory

T
F

Action: Assertion-Violation-Event
Figure 21: Modified definition of the communication with the TCAS display. This description is complete, consistent, and enforces the assertion in Figure 20
To illustrate our approach, consider the interface definition in Figure 18 and the assertion in Figure 20. Clearly, we cannot prove the assertion from the information provided
in this interface specification. Furthermore, since the interface in Figure 18 only specifies
when we are allowed to send but not when we are prohibited from sending, the interface
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·
T
T
F
·
T

definition is incomplete. Figure 21 shows the same interface extended to handle the normal
case when we are allowed to send an advisory, the case where we are not allowed to send an
advisory, and the case where we have a safety violation. The rest of this section illustrates
how we prove that this interface complies with the assertion.
%---------------------------------------------------%
% Definition of the safety invariant 1 for the
%
% output variable Advisory-Code[i]
%
%---------------------------------------------------%
Output_Invariant: THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING TypeDefs
AdvisoryCode: VAR AdvisoryCodeType
OtherAircraft: VAR OtherAircraftType
i: VAR i_type
pred1?(OtherAircraft, i): bool = Threat?(OtherAircraft(i))
pred2?(AdvisoryCode, i): bool = ResolutionAdvisory?(AdvisoryCode(i))
OutputInvariant?(AdvisoryCode, OtherAircraft, i): bool =
( NOT pred1?(OtherAircraft, i)
OR ( pred1?(OtherAircraft, i) & pred2?(AdvisoryCode, i) ))
END Output_Invariant

Figure 22: A PVS theory for the safety assertion in Figure 20.
%---------------------------------------------------%
% Proof obligation for safety invariant 1
%
%---------------------------------------------------%
OutputInterface: THEORY
BEGIN
IMPORTING TypeDefs, Handler1_OutputInterface,
Output_Invariant
AdvisoryCode: VAR AdvisoryCodeType
TrafficDisplayStatus: VAR TrafficDisplayStatusType
OtherAircraft: VAR OtherAircraftType
TrafficScore: VAR TrafficScoreType
i: VAR i_type
Handler1_implies_OutputInvariant: CONJECTURE
Handler1?(AdvisoryCode, TrafficDisplayStatus,
OtherAircraft, TrafficScore, i)
IMPLIES
OutputInvariant?(AdvisoryCode, OtherAircraft, i)
END OutputInterface

Figure 23: A PVS theory the proof obligation for the constrint in figure 20.
Our tool generates a PVS theory for each handler and assertion in an RSML specification. We do this in a two stage process. First, we define each predicate in the and/or
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table as a predicate in the PVS specification language7 . Second, a predicate representing
the full guarding condition (or assertion) is built from the individual predicates defined in
the first stage. In PVS, the assertion in Figure 20 would be defined by the theory shown in
Figure 22. The constants and type definitions used in the system are defined as separate
theories and imported to the theory defining the assertion (or handler).
Since we are interested in proving that the variable Advisory-Code[i] with the value
Resolution-Advisory can only be generated under certain circumstances, our analysis algorithm will identify Handler-1 in Figure 21 and generate its PVS theory.
The actual proof obligations are generated based on the criteria described in Section 5.2.
Figure 23 shows the proof obligation for this example. In this case we want to show that
the precondition (guarding condition) for the communication implies that the assertion is
true (Figure 23). The translation to PVS is fully automated and the completion of proofs
can in most cases be performed with a single predefined PVS strategy [11].
Since some interface specifications in our case study were parameterized, we chose PVS
as our verification tool. PVS can, however, be unnecessarily powerful. In many cases
methods such as formal inspections or a verification tool based on decision procedures will
suffice. We are currently modifying our tools to allow the user to select the verification
technique most suited for the problem at hand.

6

Summary and Conclusion

The correctness, safety, and robustness of the specification of a critical system are assessed
through a combination of (1) rigorous specification capture and inspection, (2) formal
analysis of the specification, and (3) execution and simulation of the specification. Any integrated approach to the specification of critical systems should support all three activities.
In an ongoing project we are developing an environment with extensive support for these
activities. In this paper we focused on one critical aspect of the specification process; the
specification and analysis of the communication between the software and its environment.
We explicitly developed the approach to interface specification to support flexible execution and simulation of a specification in a realistic environment as well as allow us to
formally verify certain properties of the communication. The communication mechanism,
the inter-component interfaces, and the modeling language RSML all have a formal syntax
and semantics. The rigorous specification of the interfaces and the communication allows
us to analyze a system design and detect if there are incompatibilities between connected
components, and the encapsulation of all communication of well defined interfaces enables
us to view the interface specifications as simple safety kernels and enforce certain safety
constraints in these kernels.
We have extended our tool set Nimbus so that our notion of interfaces can be specified
for other tools and applications. In this way, a model of an embedded control system need
not consist of only RSML components but might include a variety of different types of
simulations or even hardware. Allowing a heterogeneous simulation and execution environment will allow a flexible and realistic evaluation of a system and provide a powerful
tool for dynamic evaluation of formal specifications.
7

A predicate in PVS is a function with return type Boolean.
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